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MacKinney Systems is
Turning Heads

Proven Solutions,Affordable Prices and
Quality Support are Becoming Attractive

By  R u s t y  Sw i f t

LIKE
the proverbial “girl next door,” MacKinney Systems is
catching the eye of customers who may have turned to

other vendors in the past, but are now seeing the many benefits the
Springfield, Missouri based vendor has to offer. It is not that
MacKinney Systems has changed so much as it is that values that have
been a basis of the vendor since its inception are becoming more
important to the IT community. Providing competitively priced prod-
ucts and good technical support were the basis of the mission statement
created by owner Steve MacKinney when starting the company in
1980. These points are still important to MacKinney Systems today. “I
have found over the years that MacKinney Systems software is some
of the most stable and efficient in the industry,” said Mike Emmons, a
long-time MacKinney customer. “As a systems person you want to be
able to install a product and not worry about it, that’s exactly what
MacKinney gives you.” The strengthening of its product line in areas
that are hot in today’s software marketplace, report distribution and
debugging, has also made the vendor more appealing.

REPORT DISTRIBUTION PRODUCTS

JQP Getting Reports Where Needed
When El Paso Electric made the decision to cut cost on printing by

phasing out its SNA network in favor of TCP/IP LAN printers, the
company turned to MacKinney Systems for help.

“We had other MacKinney products and had always been happy with
them, so I chose to look to them for an economical solution to this prob-
lem,” said Michael J. Giglio, a technical support analyst for El Paso
Electric. “At the time, MacKinney had just announced TCP/IP support
in their printing product JQP (JES Queue for Printers). I was success-
fully able to configure JQP to satisfy nearly all of our MVS remote
printing requirements. I developed procedures for our programming and
operation staffs to make slight modifications to their JCL to use JQP
instead of PSF. Now instead of spending $1,000 per printer (for dozens
of printers), we spend less than $5,000 per year on JQP.”

JQP works by monitoring your JES output queue and looking for out-
put intended for JQP-monitored JES destinations. These destinations are
not defined to JES, but are simply specified in JQP itself. When JQP
finds output that meets the monitoring criteria, the job output is retrieved
and printed on a VTAM or TCP/IP printer. Every CICS printer in your
shop can now be used as a destination for output from batch jobs.
Likewise, 3270-enabled PC printers defined to VTAM and printers
defined to the TCP/IP network are available for batch output.

VVP Making An Impact
El Paso Electric still had a few impact printers Giglio wanted to

remove, but they were required by a critical application.
“Imagine how absurd it is to have a brand new laser printer sitting

on the same table next to a decades old impact printer,” Giglio said.
“That is just what we had in many cases. I described my problem to
MacKinney and they suggested I look at their VTAM Virtual Printer
(VVP) product. VVP fools the application into believing that it is still
printing to the old impact printers. Then VVP writes the output to JES
SPOOL where JQP reads the file and writes it to our laser printer.
Most cool!”

VTAM Virtual
Printer  MainFormIT JES Queue for Printers

FIGURE 1: MACKINNEY’S PRINTING SOLUTIONS

The document starts as a report from a VTAM application (i.e. CICS, IMS) on the
mainframe. VVP picks up the application report and hands it off to MFI for report
formatting before placing it on the JES spool. JQP picks up the report from the JES
spool and prints the report on the TCP/IP or VTAM printer of your choice.
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VTAM Virtual Printer lets you route output created by your online
applications to the system spool. VVP captures the 3270 based datas-
tream sent to the VTAM printer from any VTAM application (CICS,
IMS, etc.) and creates a report in the JES queue for MVS or
VSE/POWER queue for VSE. Each report created in the system spool by
VVP is assigned a class and optional destination, user, and/or forms id.

MainFormIT Sending Forms
Giglio stumbled across another need coming from a group of clients

that required electronic forms for some of their output. The application,
unchanged for years, printed customer statements on the printer in
Computer Operations. The clients had problems with this solution, as
the printer was in a separate building from the clients, and the outdated,
odd-sized form wouldn’t fit in standard window envelopes.

Giglio began inquiring about MacKinney’s MainFormIT and found
it could solve his problem.

“I first created a Visio document to overlay the constant information on
the outdated form, then I used MainFormIT’s GUI to merge the output
from the MVS application with the Visio document,” Giglio said. “After
a few minor adjustments, the clients were exceptionally pleased. The only
impact on the application was a two-line JCL change.”

DEBUGGING PRODUCTS

Jerry Fuchs of Wendy’s International also found MacKinney
Systems to be an attractive alternative when Wendy’s was looking to
replace expensive debugging software. MacKinney Systems offers a
pair of debugging products, Track for debugging CICS applications,
and Xray for debugging batch applications.

“When we were in the process of planning to upgrade our processor,
we needed to cut the software upgrade cost that would be incurred,”
Fuchs said. “Due largely to our prior experience, the first place we looked
was MacKinney Systems. We found that Track and Xray provided more
features than the software we were looking to replace, was much easier
to use, and very simple to install. Track and Xray worked error free out
of the box. Replacing our existing software with MacKinney Systems
software saved almost $250K when we upgraded our processor.”

Tracking Down Your CICS Bugs
“Track was designed with a simple menu-driven interface,” said

Anne Lowe, Technical Support at MacKinney. “But most technical
users use the command line to save a few steps.”

“To compete with other mainframe debuggers, you have to provide
basic functions like step debugging with source, storage protection and dis-
playing program variable values,” Lowe added. “But Track gives you a tool
that lets you dig as deep as you need to go to solve or prevent problems.
You can re-execute code as many times as necessary to test multiple con-
ditions in one program execution. It can save the programmer hours or days
compared to ‘tracking’ through CEDF or looking at a dump.”

Xray Your Batch Programs
“What Track does for your CICS programs, Xray does for your

batch,” Lowe added. “The two products work hand-in-hand and share
a similar interface and source file. Programmers can easily shift
between Track and Xray testing without learning a new command set.
Manual JCL changes are needed to invoke XRAY monitoring.”

CONCLUSION

MacKinney Systems’ president Mike Marler sees his company’s phi-
losophy appealing to an industry that is looking for an alternative to
expensive upgrade fees and maintenance charges.

“Our goal is to provide quality software at a fair price, with excep-
tional technical support,” Marler said. “With our printing and debugging
solutions, as well as with the rest of our products, our customers find they
can save a considerable amount of money. We hope they spend some of
what they save on our other product offerings, and they do. We get a con-
siderable amount of repeat business from our loyal customer base.”

Discover what many satisfied MacKinney customers already know.
What you have been looking for has been right next door all the time.   

MacKinney Systems was founded in 1980 by owner Steve MacKinney.Today,
MacKinney Systems has more than 9,600 customers worldwide. For more
information, contact MacKinney Systems at 2740 S. Glenstone Avenue, Suite
103, Springfield, Missouri 65804, (417)882-8012 or www.mackinney.com.
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